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If R is a simple ring with involution of characteristic .-2, I. S. Herstein and 
I\‘. Baster have proved certain theorems about the Lie structure of the 
skew-symmetric elements of R. This paper presents an estension of these 
results to the characteristic 2 case. 
3Iore specifically, let R be any associative ring. Then we can introduce a 
Lie structure on R by defining a new product [s, y] = xy -y&v for all ,A, 3’ 
in R. This product clearly satisfies [x, x] = 0 and the Jacobi identit>- 
[[x, y] , x] -k [[ y, x], x] -+ [[z, x], y] =-- 0. 
If A and B are additive subgroups of R with ,4 C B, we say that A is a Lit 
ideal of B if [A, B] CA, where [A, B] denotes the additive subgroup of R 
generated by all [a, b], a E Ll, b t B. 
Sow say that R is simple with an involution x - xi. Denote the center of R, 
which is 0 or a field, by Z, and assume that a* =-= (Y for all 31 E Z (an involution 
of the first kind). Define S = {x E R j .Y = x-j, K = {x E R 1 .x == --x*}, 
and I7 m= 1.x -- v* ~ s E R}. The theorems of Baxter and Herstein with which 
we are concerned describe the Lie ideals of K and [K, K]; if the charac- 
teristic of R is not 2, they have shown: 
(1) If Z = 0 or dim, R > 16, then every Lie ideal of K is either in Z or 
contains [K, K] [4]. 
(2) If 2 = 0 or dim, R > 16, then every proper Lie ideal of [K, K] is 
contained in Z [3]. 
* The material of this paper comes from a Ph.D. dissertation at the University 
of Chicago. Partial support for the thesis came from an ARO(D) grant at the Universit> 
of Chicago; the major portion of the work was done while the author was a National 
Science Foundation Fellow. The author wishes to express her deep gratitude to 
Professor I. N. Herstein for his advice and encouragement during the preparation 
of this thesis. 
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Since the involution is of the first kind, K n Z :-~ 0 and thus an!- propel 
Lie ideal of [K, K] must be 0; that is, [K, K] is a simple Lie ring. If the 
characteristic of R is 2, partial results have been obtained by David Ehlert [3] 
under the additional assumption that IV n Z -: 0. For involutions of the 
second kind it is very easy to go from Lie ideals of S, [S, S], etc. to those 
of R, [R, R], and the above results are easy to prove, cvcn in characteristic 2 [4]. 
Hence we confine ourselves here to involutions of the first kind. 
In this paper we pro\;e the characteristic 2 analogs of the above theorems. 
The proofs do not depend on Ehlert’s work, and his results \vill follow as 
a special case. A major new method is the use of polynomial identities. 
Before proceeding an!- further, it should he pointed out that when dim, K 
is finite, the situation is known. For as is discussed below, \ve ma\’ assume that 
% is algebraically closed. But then R e %,, , the N II matrices over %, and 
the involution is either the symplectic involution (with 12 ~7 2~) or ordinal-v 
matrix transpose. In the first case, [[S, S], S] is a simple Lie algebr:l if I;, 
is odd, M ‘-. 1, and 
[[S, S], S] 
[[S, S], S]E % 
is simple if NZ is cvcn, 172 2. In the second case, I’ [[S, S], S] is simple 
for )z --., 4 [IO]. Finally if dim, R 16, the results are false, using essentially 
the same example as in characteristic not 3. 
‘I’hus it would bc enough to describe the Lie structure for K infinite 
dimensional over Z; in these proofs, however, we will assume onlv that 
dim, R 1 144, where the 144 arises because of the degree of a particular 
polynomial identity. One should observr from the finite dimensional situation 
that there is a striking diKerencc between the characteristic 2 and not 2 cases: 
in characteristic not 2, the relevant object of study is the 1,ie square of K, 
whereas for characteristic 2 it is the Lie cub?. \Vc will prove the following: 
If dim, R 1.. 16, then: 
(1) An!; Lie ideal of I7 either contains [I ‘, I-1 or is contained in Z. 
(2) An): Lie ideal of S either contains [I,‘, I,‘] or is contained in %. 
(3) An!- proper Lie ideal of [V, I-1 is contained in %. 
In the course of the proofs, we also extract the additional rather interesting 
information that the subring generated by [I’, C-1 is all of R, and that 
In this light wc may restate (3) as: 
(3’) 
[[S, S], S] 
[[S, S], S] n 2 
is a simple Lie ring 
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The methods we use depend heavily on several theorems about polynomial 
identities (P. I.). By a theorem of Kaplansky [8, p, 2261 if R is a primitive 
ring satisfying a polynomial identity of degree d, then d” 
dim, R I-.. - . II 2 
Herstein has proved that if R is a simple ring with involution of characteristic 
-*2, such that S satisfies a P. I. of degree d, then R satisfies a P. I. of degree 
. . . 4d [SJ. Strengthening this result, Amitsur proved that if R is a simple ring 
of any characteristic and b- satisfies a P. I. of degree d, then R satisfies a P. I. 
of degree -12d [I]. Finally, we need the following result of Herstein [9]. 
'I'HEOREZI. B simple radical rirq cannot satisj? a polynomial identity. 
PYOOJ Say that R is simple, radical, and satisfies a P. I. jV\:e ma!- assume 
that the identity is multilinear. 
R is an algebra over its centroid F, so consider R, == R issF E, where E is 
a tield containing F large enough so that the cardinality of E is greater than 
dim, R, ~~ dim, R. By a theorem of Amitsur [8, p. 201 the radical of R, is 
nil. R, satisfies the same P. I. as R, since the identity is multilinear. Also, R, 
is a radical ring, for if not, R, is primitive as it is simple. But then, by 
Kaplansky’s theorem, dim, R, = dim, R C. ZJ, a contradiction to R being 
radical. Thus R, must he nil. 
Howe~r, a nil ring satisfying a polynomial identity is locally nilpotent 
[8, p. 2321, which is impossible for a simple ring [6, p. 311. 
Combining the above theorems, and using that a simple ring must be 
radical or primitive, we have: 
'I‘IIEOREM A. Let R be a simple ring with an involutiox Then <f V satisfies 
(I P. I. of deCgvee d, dim, Ii 5: d”. 
\\re also need several thcoremc of Herstein concerning the Lie structure of 
R itself. As a notational convention, -4’ will denote the subring generated 
hy .-I, where .-I is any subset of R. 
'I'HEORERI B. If R is n simple ring with dim, R = 4, then any Lie ideal qf 
K either contains [R, R] or is contained in 2 [7, p. 21. 
'~(HEOREV C. If R iv a simple noncommutative ping, then [R, R]’ -= R 
[7, F'. 91. 
Finally, we will assume that Z is algebraically closed if 2 is not 0. This can 
be done without loss of generality for, if 2 is not algebraically closed, consider 
the ring R, = R f@zF, where F is the algebraic closure of 2. R, is a simple 
ring and dim, R 7 dim, R, . Thus our assumption that dim, R > 144 is 
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carried over to R. In addition, the involution may be extended to R, in such 
a way that the Lie ideals of R correspond to the Lie ideals of R, . We do this 
by defining (Y 3 a)* := r* @ 01, where Y E R, 01 EF. This is well-defined 
since 2 is fixed by * (the involution is of the first kind). It is easy to see that 
S, , the set of symmetric elements of R, , is just S (3 F, where S consists of 
the symmetric elements of R, and similarly for I/ and [V, V]. If U C R is 
a Lie ideal of S, then CT @F is a Lie ideal of S, , so if 
UQFC%(y,~,F -: F, 
the center of R, , certainly U C Z. Thus it will suffice to prove the theorems 
for R, . 
2. LIE IDEALS OF d' AND S 
In this section we show that any Lie ideal of c’ either contains [V, V] 
or is contained in Z. As a first step, using only the Lie structure of R and 
results about polvnomial identities, we show that [[V, I’], [V, VI]’ -= R. 
Using this fact we then show that any commutative Lie ideal of I’ must be 
contained in Z, and then that any Lie ideal of I7 not containing [V, V] is 
contained in Z. After finishing the Lie ideals of V, it is easy to deduce similar 
results for S, since any Lie ideal of S gives rise in a natural way to a Lie ideal 
of I’. Finally, we will show that 
[V, V] = [V, S] = [[S, S], S] = [[V, V], [V, VI]. 
Before we proceed, recall our basic assumptions: R is a simple ring with 
involution of characteristic 2, whose center Z is 0 or an algebraically closed 
field, and dim, R > 144. 
The first lemma is instrumental in showing I” -- R. 
LEM31.4 1. t” is a Lie ideal of R. 
Proqf. Let v E V and x E R. Then 
xv -+ vx = v.27 + x*v -j- (xv $- X*v) 
-- vx ; (2x)* I- (x 7- 22”) v E L-‘. 
Thus, [V, R] C V’. 
Assume inductively that [ V+l, R] L I-‘. Then 
Iv1 .” vu, , x] = vl[vz .” v,, ) x] ..- [VI ) x] v, ‘.. v,L f V’. 
Thus, [I/““, R] C V’ for all n, so [V’, R] i V’. 
THEOREM 1. V’ = R. 
Proof. Since V’ is a Lie ideal and a subring of R, either V’ =: R or 
V’ C Z by using Theorems B and C of Herstein (see the Introduction). We 
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may thus assume that I/’ C 2. But then V is commutative, so satisfies a 
polynomial identity of degree 2. By Theorem A in the Introduction, 
dim, R < 4, a contradiction. 
The next theorem will be used frequently to show that a particular subset 
contains V. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an additive subgroup of S with A’ = R, and let U 
be an additive subgroup of R with [U, A] C U. Suppose there exists c f 0 in S 
such that cx + x*c E U, all x in R. Then V C U. 
Proof. Say a E A and x E R. Then 
[cx + x*c, a] = am + (acx)* + cxa -+ (,xa)*c E c. 
Since cxa + (xa)*c E U, acx + (am)* E U. We will now show that 
bcx + (bcx)* E U, 
for all b E A” and x E R, for any n. Assume inductively that bcx + (bcx)” E U, 
whenever b E A”, x E R. Now say that a, , a2 ,..., a,,,, E A and x E R. 
an+lan ... alcx + (a,+,a, ... a,cx)* 
= a,+,(a, ... a,cx -I- (a, ... alcx)*) 4 (a,, 1.. a,cx + (a, ... a,cx)*)a,,+, 
+ a, ... a,c(xa,+,) $ (an ... a,c(xa, ‘*))* E [U, iz] + c C Cr. 
Thus, bcx + (bcx)* E zi for any b in A’ = R; i.e., ycx $ (YCX)~ E CT for all 
N, y in R. Since R is simple and c # 0, RcR = R. Thus, Y E R implies 
r = xh ykcxk . But then 
r + r* = ; (YI;C% + (YJP,c)*) E u, 
so vc u. 
The following identity will be used several times, so it seems worthwhile 
to state it as a 
%JBLERIMA. For any x, y, z E R, 
(yz k zy)x -t x*(yz + zy) 
= yz(x + x*) $ (x + x”)zy + [y, zx* + x*x] + [z,yx -’ x*y:j. 
Using V’ = R and the condition for V to be contained in a subset given 
in Theorem 2, we are able to show that in fact [[V, V], [V, VI]’ =: R. The 
next lemma is the only other fact that is needed. 
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LEMMA 2. Let I@ be a Lie ideal of I . . Then if u, b E II’ and x E R, we haze 
(a”b 1 ba”)x t .x’(a”b ba’) t II-’ 
Proof. First note that [a%, I-1 [a, [u, I’]] F_ II-. By the sublemma, 
(a’b ail ba”)x + s*(a’b pi buz) 
THEOREM 3. [[V, V], [V, i-11’ :- R. 
Proof. Assume for the moment that there exists a, b E [[I,., V], [1,‘, r’]] 
with a26 ba” f 0. Applying Lemma 2 with TI’ _= [[I’, I .I, [I’-, F’]], we SW 
that 
But then 1,‘ C H” b>- using ‘I’heorem 2 with r u”b ba”. Since l/-j ~~ R I)\ 
Theorem 1, W’ : R. 
We may, therefore, assume that 
a26 ~- ba? =- 0, all u, bs [[I., l.1, [I., I.]]. 
But then [[V, V], [i7, V]] satisfies a polynomial idcntitj- of degree 3, and so 
V satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 12. By Theorem A, dim, R --C: 144, 
a contradiction. 
The next two lemmas, while seemingly simple, arc extremely crucial in all 
that follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let a E S with a’ = 0. Then a[[‘-, I/-la = a la. 
Proof. Let W = {a E I- / ava E a[k’, k]a>. W is an additive subset of R, 
and [I%‘, V] C [V, V] C W. Since a c$ Z (a2 == 0) and Iv’ R, there exists 
v E V with aa f vu f 0. But 
Thus, 
a[(u?J + ca)y-’ -~ y(az - oa)]a 
-_ avu-y *a + uyum 
~ a[v,ya ! uyi]a E a[ I’, I ‘]a. 
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so we have fulfilled the hypotheses of Theorem 2 with c = av + va. Thus, 
vc rd.. 
LEMMA 4. Let a E V with u2 = 0 und a[ V, V]a = 0. Then a = 0. 
Proqf. Since ~[r, V]u =: 0, aVa = 0 by Lemma 3. Xote that xVx* C V, 
for any Y E R. Thus, sax* E T’, so usux*a = 0. Lnearizing on s, 
uLwzy”u + uyux”a = 0 for all x, 3’ E I?. 
IMultiplying on the right by KU, 
asuy “uxu = 0, all x,y E R. 
Since R is prime and nsuRu.va = 0, axu = 0 for all x. But then, since 
nRu = 0, a = 0. 
We need one more lemma before coming to the most important lemma of 
the paper. 
LEMMA 5. Let L; be an additive subset of S such that [U, A] C U, where 
.-1 is an additive subset of R such that [A, A]’ : R. Them [I’, C’] C Z implies 
u2 E Z ,fov all u E CT. 
Proof. Say u E- L’, a E A. Then 
z&7 -:- au2 = [u, [u, a]] E [U, c-1 c z. 
Thus, 
Linearizing on n, 
u2[a, b] -I- [a, b]u2 = 0 for all a, b E A. 
Then ua centralizes [A, A]’ = R, so u2 E Z. 
As was mentioned above, the following lemma is extremely important. 
Condition (2) is essentially what is needed to show that a Lie ideal is in Z, 
and the object in later proofs will be to show that condition (2) is satisfied. 
This lemma (or its exact anlog for [V, V] in Section 3) is used five times. 
L~zrara 6. Let CT be u Lie ideal of V such that [U, U] C Z. Iju E U such that 
(1) a‘) = 0, and, 
(2) uz'm~a -I- uwava = 0 for all v, w 6 V, 
then a = 0. 
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Proof. By Lemma 5, u2 E Z for all u E L, since [V, I;]’ = R by Theorem 3. 
For all z’ E V, define 
h(c) = ~ZYZZ~ + emx -I- m2u since a” : =: 0. So X(u)a = aoava, all v E 1;‘. Thus, 
for zs, u: E I’, 
Thus, 
A(” + w)l2 = a(v A w)u(z, -1 w)a 
= aam $ aoaim -/ awma $ azcawa 
=~- A(z)a + h(w)u b)- (2). 
[/!(a -I w) -;- h(u) AL- Xw]a = 0, 
so if a -+ 0, we must have 
A(V -C 2~) -G A(V) + A(W) = 0, all 7J’, w E V. 
That is, A is additive on I/‘. 
Now observe that if X(z) =.: 0, then ava = 0. For azxzva = A( = 0, and 
az’auu -I- uwma = 0, all zc E C’by (2). 
nIultiplying by ca on the right, mamma = 0. Since w E V was arbitary, 
azxzVuva = 0. By Lemma 4, aaa = 0. 
If A(E) = 0 for all c E I,-, then al’s 0 so a =- 0, again by Lemma 4. We 
may, therefore, assume that X(C) + 0, for some z’ 6 Z’. Since 2 is algebraically 
closed, we may assume that X(q) == 1, some u0 E V. Now since X is additive, 
Thus, 
nwl 
Note that 
and so 
Thus, 
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11’e claim that [a,, , V] C Z + Zu, . For, if O(V) + 0, then 
[%I T v] = a(v)-‘(A(V) + LY(v2)u,,) E z + ZU” . 
If a(~) = 0, then a(~ + q,) = 1, and so 
k%J ? v] E z + zu,, + [a, ) V”] E z + ZU” . 
Next we see that [a, , [I’, V]] C Z. Let V, w E V. By the above, 
so 
This implies that a, centralizes [[V, I’], [I/, 1’11. For 
[a”, [K VI, [K w = [bo , [K VII, [I’, VI] + [[K I’], [no, [K VI]] = 0. 
By Theorem 3, 
[[K fq, [I’, VII’ = R so a, E z. 
Since a,? = OandZ-Oorafield,a,=O.ThenuVuCZu,,=O,soa-70 
by Lemma 4. 
PVe now prove the first major result about Lie ideals of I-. 
THEOREM 4. Every commutative Lie ideal of V is contained in Z. 
Proof. Let U be a commutative Lie ideal of V. By Lemma 5, uz E Z 
for all u E C, since [U, L’] = 0. To show that lo’ C 2, we claim that it will 
be enough to show that G contains no nilpotent elements. So, assume that 
there are no nilpotent elements in C’. 
First note that we may also assume that ZC’C C. For, c’ {- ZU is also 
a commutative Lie ideal of C-, and if wc show that CJ 4 ZC! C Z, certainly 
also Z/ C Z. 
Now choose any u, w E CT. Then u2 f 0 E Z and 219 ,+ 0 E Z since C’ has 
no nilpotent elements. Since Z is algebraicallv closed, we may write 
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Then zc ;. /3~iu E I,‘, but 
(w ark pa-lu)" L w2 ]. pza~‘Iu2 -1 pm- l[& w] 
_ w') p m-m: 0. 
Since there are no nilpotent elements in Cf, we must have zc jk’l4 ~ 0, or 
zu t Zu. Since u! was arbitrarily chosen in C:, we have actually shown that 
7: ~~ Zu. This fact will suffice to show that u centralizes [I-, T-1. For, let 
~1, x E 1;. Then [u, U] and [u, x] E C. -= Zu, so 
uv j- vu - JIziz us ; xu --- jkhl, 
where a, fi E Z. A,Iultiplying the first expression on the right by. .I and the 
second by V, 
21’~s ; cus CYUX, u5v ~ Sam pus. 
Adding, 
24(2x ~- .a) 2 vz4x (- .%74v ~- u(ax -,- pzq. 
By left multiplication, we similarly obtain 
(2x ‘- .w)u :~= vl4.x -~ <WV )- (as I pz+4. 
Thus, 
[ al, t3.L‘ ~ .UZl] = CX[U, .I?] ~- /3[U, Zl] ~~ U/324 -i- /3olU 0. 
Since [I-, V]’ :: R by Theorem 3, we must have u E %. But 1, :~: Zu, so also 
1: C 2, and we are done. 
It remains to show only that Cm contains no nilpotent elements. Since 
z9 E Z, all u E C, it will be enough to see that there are no u c l,’ with u2 = 0. 
So, say a E l/ and a2 = 0. If v, w E I-, then [a, zi] and [a, PC] E i’, so 
0 -= [[a, V], [a, W]] = [ml -i- Vu, aw 7 ZCn] 
-: avaw + avwa T- vuwa -i- azuav + azovu ~/- zLmx7 since ~2’) 0. 
Xlultiplying by n, 
uvazm 2. awava = 0 for all %‘, w t f-. 
But now we have condition (2) of Letnma 6, and so u ~- 0. 
\\‘e will now proceed to show that if U is any Lie ideal of I-, then C’ C Z 
or CT 2 [c’, I’]. To do this, we introduce a new Lie ideal of I-. 
Define 
T(L7) = (x t C’ ) [N, I;] c 1:). 
Y’(G) is a Lie ideal of 1’ and contains 1:. 
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LEmvA 7. Let u, u: E u n?zd z: E b’. Then 
(a) uwu E T(C) 
(h) u’)wzJ -I- vzud E T( 1.). 
I,EXdA 8. If a, h E u and x E R, then 
@26 -(-. &“),v + .~*(a’6 -t ha”) E T( 17). 
Proof. By the sublemma, 
(a’6 -L ba7x + .+(a”6 I ha”) 
LEnIlf.4 9. If U is a Lie ideal of V, then either 0’ > [V, L’] or uz centralizes 
T -, all u E t j. 
Pvmf. Assume that 
By Lemma 8, 
cx -;- s*c E T(U), all s E R. 
But then P-C 7’ by Theorem 2, since T is a Lie ideal of L’ and I;’ = R. 
Thus, [I’, V] C C. 
‘hEOREM 5. Let II be a Lie ideal ?f 17. Then either li 2 [I’, V] OY U C Z. 
Proqf. Assume that 7J $ [V, V]. T1 len by Lemma 9, u? centralizes U, all 
21 E U. Linearizing on zc, we see [[U, U], U] == 0. Since [U, CT] C U, 
[[l-‘, C], [U, U]] =- 0, and so [CT, U] is commutative. Since [CT, C’] is also a 
Lie ideai of V, [U, U] C Z by Theorem 4. Since [I’, V]’ R, t3 EE Z, all 
u E I’ by Lemma 5. 
As in the proof of Theorem 4, it will be enough to show that 0’ contains 
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no nilpotent elements in order to conclude that UC 2. So, assume that 
a E L‘, a2 = 0. Choose V, u! t 1’. Then 
a[v, w]a L- uvwa f awva 
= [a, zlwa /- uwv] E [a, V] c c:, so a[V, V]a c u. 
By Lemma 3, since a/a = a[V, V]a, al/k C c’. Thus, for z’, w E I’, 
[avu, [a, w]] E [U, U] c z. 
But 
[avu, [a, w]] = [uvu, aw i WU] 
== avawa -t- awavu E Z. 
Since Z is 0 or a field and a2 L 0, we must have uvuwu + awuvu =: 0, all 
z‘, w E I* (since its square is 0, it cannot be invertible). But now we have 
fulfilled the hypotheses of Lemma 6, and so a = 0. Thus, U contains no 
nilpotent elements, and so C’C Z. 
It is now very easy to deduce the situation for Lie ideals of S. 
THEOREM 6. Let U be a Lie ideal of S. Then either U 2 [V, V] or U C Z. 
Proof. Let W = [c’, S]. Then W is a Lie ideal of V. By Theorem 5, 
either IV> [V, V] or WCZ. If IV2 [V, V], then U> [U, S]> [V, V]. So, 
assume W = [U, S] C Z. Since I’ C S, 
[U, [V, V]] c [[U, V], V] == 0, 
and thus, U centralizes [V, I’]. By Theorem 3, [I’, V]’ = R, and so C; C Z. 
To conclude the second section, we show that 
[V, T’] 1 [V, S] = [[S, S], S] = [[V, V], [V, VI]. 
To do this we will use lemmas analogous to Lemmas 7, 8, and 9. Let U be any 
Lie ideal of S, and define 
T(S) = {x t S 1 [x, S] C U). 
7’ is a Lie ideal of S and contains 0’. 
LEntMA 7’ Let u, w E c’ and s E S. Then 
(a) z~zuzi E 7 
(b) u2ws + swu2 E T. 
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LEMMA 8’. Ifa,bEUandxER, then 
(azb i ba2)x + x*(a2b -L ba2) E T. 
LEMMA 9’. If 15 is a Lie ideal of S, then either U 2 [V, S] or u2 centralizes 
IT, all u E U. 
The proofs of Lemmas 7’, 8’, and 9’ are identical with those of Lemmas 
7, 8, and 9, with 1’ replaced by S where appropriate. 
THEOREM 7. [V, S] == [V, V] = [[A’, S], S] = [[c’, V], [V, VI]. 
Proof. Let W = [[V, V], [V, VI]. Since [It’, S] 2 [V, V] 1 FY and 
[V, S] 2 [[S, S], S] 2 W, it will be enough to show that [V, S] = bl’. 
Now W is a Lie ideal of S, so by Theorem 6, either W = [ 17, V] or W C Z. 
If WC Z, then Z’ = Z = R, since W’ = R by Theorem 3. But then R is 
commutative, a contradiction. Thus, W = [V, V]. 
If W + [V, S], then by Lemma 9’, W* centralizes W for all w E TV. Thus, 
for any w, .1: E W, 
w”x $- xw2 = 0. 
But then V satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 6 (degree 3 for W) so 
dim, R << 36, a contradiction. Thus, W = [V, S]. 
3. LIE IDEALS OF [I', V] 
\Ve now examine the Lie ideal structure of [V, V] = [[S, S], S]. We will 
show that any proper Lie ideal of [V, V] 1 s contained in Z. Just as for Lie 
ideals of V, we first show that any communtative Lie ideal of [V, V] is in Z. 
However, the rest of the argument is more difficult than that for 1’. Given 
any Lie ideal U of [V, V], we define 
T(U) = {v E V 1 [v, V] C C} 
and show that [U, C’] C T C Z. At this point, if U g Z, we can find a unique 
maximal Lie ideal U such that [C:, U] C Z. N ow using the fact that such a Lie 
ideal must be invariant under * -preserving automorphisms of R, we can 
finally show that UC Z. 
As a first step, we need a lemma which is the exact analog of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 6’. Let U be an additive subset of V such that [U, [V, V]] C 1.: and 
such that [U, U] C Z. If a E U such that 
(I) a2 == 0, and, 
(2) avawa + awava = 0, all v, w E [V, V], 
then a = 0. 
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Proof. The proof is exactI>- the same as that of Lemma 6, needing in 
addition only the fact that [I,‘, r,‘] -= [[I-, I/], [r’, V]] (Theorem 7) to show 
that a, E %. 
‘I‘IIEOKE31 8. if I - is a corrmz~tatiz;e Lie ided of [I ., I-1, then U C %. 
Proof. Using [I I, I’]’ R and Lemma 6’, the proof proceeds exactly the 
same as the proof of Thcorcm 4. 
Now let 7 be any Lie ideal of [I, I’]. As was mentioned above, we let 
7’ 7’(7.) ~~ [e E I-, [z’, c-1 c 1’). 
Note that 
(I) 7’3 [L, 7:] 
(2) [T, [ I -, I .I] c 7’ 
(3) [[7’, T], i.1 c 7’ 
(4) If n E 7’, then [o’. 1’1 ~~ [a, [a, C-11 C 7‘. 
\Ve need to establish some further properties. 
I,ERIYv:l IO. If a, 0 t T, s, t t r-, tl1en 
(a) uhn E 7’ 
(11) [u, .dt ;- i&] E 7’. 
Proof. (a) ahas ~~~ suba == a(bus ~.~ 5x7(,) $- bum 
== [a, bus + sah] + [b, usu] E [T, V] C I;. 
Since [abu, r-1 C C’. ah t 7’. 
(b) a”t tu2 t 7’ b\- (4) above. Thus, 
[a, n”t 4- ta’] ~ n”t / ~tu” 1 u’tu i- tu” E [T, T]. 
Commuting with t, 
tata” I ta”ta pa3 1 &2 a QfQ” .I- $tut E 7’. 
But [nZ, tat] = [n, [a, tat]] E T, and thus, 
tu”fa ~,~ t”&’ ~/ &2 ~. at& t 7’. 
Linearizing on t, 
sa’ta :- ta’su -1 udt j- at&s i [a:$, [s, t]] E ‘T for all 9, t E k-. 
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Kow [aa, [s, t]] = [a2, [a, [s, t]]] + a[a, [s, t]]a E T using (a), and thus, 
s&a -)- t&a j- as& + at& = [a, sa”t + ta2s] E T. 
L~arn~.t Il. 1f n E T, 2 $2, then [a, p-1 C T. 
Proc!f. Since I” = R and aa $2, there exists s E I’ so & + sa” A 0. 
Let I&’ 7 {c E I’ / [a, V] C T}. WC will show that I7 C 14’ by applying 
Theorem 3 with c = u% - sa2. 
by the sublemma before Lemma 2. 
The first tvvo terms are in [I’, V], so by also using Lemma 10, we see that 
[u, b] E T. Thus, cx t s*c E IV, all x E R, so V C J4’. 
LEMN.I i 2. If for some a, b E T, a2b2 -; b2a3 f 0, then 1’. C T. 
Proof. First observe that since [a, V] C T and [P, b’] C 7’ (by- Lemma 11) 
and a[b”, 1.]u C T (by Lemma 10) that 
n2b”c + &u” = [a, ah% j- z’b”a] + a[b2, v]a E T for all 2: E I’. 
\\:e will show that I’ C T by applying Theorem 2 with c :-= a’b2 +- /A?. 
(&',2 m' b2u2)x : s"(a2p ,. b2u") 
Since cs .~ X*C E T, all Y E R, we have I7 C T. 
1Ve are now in a position to prove the first important statement about 
7’.--that [T, T] C Z. 
THEOREM 9. Let U be a proper Lie ideal of [V, V], with T dejined us 
above. Then [T, T] C Z. 
Proqf. If 1,’ + [V, V], then I’ g 7’ by the definition of T. By Lemma 12, 
a’%’ ~~ b”u” for all u, b E 7’. Linearizing on both a and b, 
NT, Tl, [T, TII = 0. 
But then [T, T] is a commutative Lie ideal of [k’, V], so by Theorem 8, 
[T, T] C Z. 
Next n e show that in fact T C Z. 
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LEMMA 13. SayaE Tanda2 = 0. ThenalhC CT. 
Proof. First, we see that a[ F, V]a C C’. For, let U, ‘*! E T’. 
a[a, w]a -: avwa i- awva 
-= [a, vwa ;- awv] E C; 
since a E T and vwa f awv E V. By Lemma 3, ara = a[ V, V]a C (I. 
LENMA 14. Say a E T and a2 y-7 0. Then a[ V, V]a E T. 
I’YOOf. I,et v E [1, rq, s E v. 
[ava, s] = [a, vas + sav] +- [v, asa] 
Now [a, vas + sav] t [a, P-1 C l,:, since a E T, and [v, asa] E C since asa E U 
by Lemma 13. Thus, [aca, V] E U, so ava t T. 
THEOHEN 10. Let U be a proper Lie ideal of [V, V]. Then 
(I) TCZ 
(2) [CF, c.1 c z. 
Proof. It will suffice to show that T C Z, since [f/i, (j] C T. By Theorem 9, 
[T, T] C Z, so by Lemma 6, r? E Z, all t E T. 
As in Theorem 4, it will be enough to show that T contains no nilpotent 
elements. So, assume a E T, a ;t 0, but a2 -- 0. By Lemma 14, a[ V, V]a E T. 
Choose 71, w E [V, V]. Then [ava, [a, zc]] 7 avawa ~-I- azuava E [T, T] C Z. 
Since a2 ~~~ 0, we must have 
avawa + awava = 0, all 7’, z t [I’, C’] 
(as it is not invertible, but Z =: 0 or a field). But now we can apply Lemma 6’, 
and a == 0 follow-s. 
\Ve now proceed to show that any proper Lie ideal of [I’, I’] must be 
contained in Z. To simplify the procedure, we will make a few additional 
assumptions. First of all, wc may assume that [I;, I/] n Z f 0. For, say, 
[I,., V] n Z =- 0, and let L’ be any proper Lie ideal of [V, I’]. By Theorem 10, 
[CT, r,‘] C Z. But [U, c’] C [V, I’], and so [ci, CT] C [I’, I’] n Z _ 0. But 
then 1,: is a commutative Lie idea1 and so CT C Z, and we would be done. Now 
[I’, I’] n Z + 0 actually means that Z C [V, V], since if w E V, then 012, t I)‘, 
all 01 E Z. Thus, if I/ is a Lie ideal of [V, V], -57 ~. Z is also a Lie idea1 of 
[I’, I’]. If C + Z C Z, then certainly U C Z. So, we may assume from now 
on that every Lie ideal of [I,‘, I,‘] contains Z. As a first step, we construct a 
“maximal counterexample”. 
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LEMMA 15. Assume that for some proper Lie ideal U of [V, I’], IT $ Z. 
Then [V, V] contains a unique maximal Lie ideal. 
Proof. Let %! be the set of all Lie ideals U of [V, I’] such that U $ [b, I’-] 
and c’$ Z. By hypothesis, iilc is nonempty. Note that by Theorem IO, 
[U, U] C Z for all CT E #. We intend to apply Zorn’s lemma to # (with 
inelusion as the partial ordering) to conclude that % has maximal elements. 
Let Ci, C r:, C ... C C’?, C ... be any chain of elements of ?P, and let Z,’ := 2 CT, ;
we claim that U is an upper bound for the chain in #. Clearly, 1.‘~2 L, , 
for all i, so we must show only that U E UIC. 
First, observe that U is a Lie ideal of [I/, I/]. For, say u t C:, z; E [l/-, I-]. 
Then u t cn , for some n, and thus, [u, v] E CT,, C c’. In addition, [U, r,‘] C Z. 
For, say X, y E l?. Then both x and y E Ci , some n, so [x, y] E [c,;, , C;,] C Z. 
It then follows that 1.: 2 [T-, I.]. For if not, 
Since 
[[I, V], [V, V]] c [U, U] c z. 
[ c., V] = [[I’, V], [ v, V]] c z 
and [P-, 6-I’ : K, we would have R C Z, a contradiction. Thus, C,* -i: [ 11; 1,-l, 
so U E %. Since every chain of elements of ?/ has an upper bound, we may 
conclude by Zorn’s lemma that ?/ contains a maximal element, say W. 
It is not difficult to see that W must be unique. For, let c,- be any proper 
Lie ideal of [V, V]. Then 
[W -~~ IL, w + U] = [W, If’] + [Iv, U] + [U, U] c z + w + z c 11.. 
If W --. I - 3 [V, V], then 
[[V, I’], [V, V]] = [V, P-1 c m; 
a contradiction since [W, W] C Z. But Hi +- U T, IV, and thus, W -t- IF = TV 
by the maximality of W. Then cr C I+‘, and W is the unique maximal Lie 
ideal. 
Throughout the remainder of the proof, let U denote the unique maximal 
Lie ideal of [V, V]. Of course, [l:‘, U] C Z by Theorem 10. The uniqueness 
of U will be expolited as follows: Let 8 be any *-preserving automorphism of 
R. Then it is trivial that 0(s) = S, 0(V) = V, and 8([V, V]) = [V, V]. Now 
0(U) will be a maximal Lie ideal of [I,‘, I’], so by uniqueness, B(U) = c,Y. 
That is, C’ is invariant under all * -automorphisms of R. This leads to the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 16. Let b E S with h’ E Z. Then for any u E C’, 
(1) Lb, ~1 Eu 
(2) hub E CT. 
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Proof. First assume that b” == 0. Then (I ~- b)’ =: 1, so 
O(x) -= (I !- b)s( I ( h), all .I’ E K, 
is an inner “-automorphism of K. By the above remarks, (1 ,- b)L;( I 6) C li. 
Let u E I/. Then 
SO 
bu ‘- ub buh E 1.;. (#) 
Choose X E Z so A -f A”. (hb)” 0, so 3s above, 
hbu : Aub X’bub E CI. 
1Iultiplying (#) by A and adding, we see (X ~- h’l)bub E I-, and thus, hub t 1:. 
Since [b, u] ~- hub E U, we have [6, U] E I’. Now say f? E Z, b” :~. 0. Since % 
is algebraically closed, b” ~- ~2, iy E Z. ‘I’hen (b i ;x)? 0 and h u i s, 
since 3: Q*. Thus, by the aho\-e, 
[b (- it, u] = [b, II] E c’, a n d (b -:- cx) C:(b : 1) E- I . . 
Kow (b .~ a)u(b a) ~~ hub 1 91% ~-r~~ a[u, b]. Since a% and a[u, 61 E i’, 
bub E l.;. 
‘I’he uniqueness of ti also forces the centralizer of 5 in [I, I,-] to 1x2 triI-ial. 
LEMX~ 17. rTf x E [V, I,-] surh tlznt [s, (,;I -= 0, tlzen x E Z. 
Proqf. Let W 1.x E [V, V] i [s, C,‘] mm= 01. W is a Lie idcal of [I-, 1’1. 
If TV == [CT, V], then [U, U] c [[[V, I’], U] 0, and by Theorem 8, (! C Z. 
\\‘e may thus assume that W is a proper Lie ideal of [IT, I-1. Since 1.’ is the 
unique maximal Lie ideal of [V, V], WC 1’. But then [W, W] C [W, (‘1 -= 0, 
so II’ is a commutative Lie ideal of [I., I-1. Hy Theorem 8, lTV C Z. 
The next step wiil be to show that [u, ~1% t Z for all u E l!‘, s E S’. To do this 
xve need the following lemma. 
IXkI~r:l 18. Let a E ti with a :.~ 0, a2 0. 7’hen 
( I ) asa.w E li, all s E S 
(2) [a, .s]~ E c‘, all s E S. 
Proof. C’hoose s E S, and let b asa. Since 6” y 0, b\- Lemma 16 WC 
have, for all 2L E- c’, 
asnu r~ uasa t 1,’ 
asauasa t I’. 
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By Lemma 17, since a g 2, there is some u E U such that au + ua # 0. 
au + ua = 01 E 2 since [U, G] C 2. Thus, aua = aa, so asauasa = aasasn E U. 
Since 01 f 0, asasa E C, proving (1). 
Sow note that by linearizing this relationship, one obtains 
Now 
asata 7~ atasa E U, for all s, t E S. 
0 = [as + sa, au + ua] 
= asau + asua $ saua - auas -j- ausa + uasa. 
Since asau -1 uasa E U, 
asua + saua + auas + ausa = a[u, s]a -$- cr[s, a] E u. 
By Lemma 5, x E U implies 2 E 2, and thus, 
(a[u, s]a + a[s, a])” = G[s, a]2 + [a[u, s]a, a[s, a]] E z. 
But 
[a[u, s]a, a[s, a]] = a(a[u, s]asa + asa[u, s]a) E U 
by the linearization of (I) with t = [u, s] E S. Since 01 # 0, we see that 
[s, a]” E u $ z 5 0‘. 
LEMMA 19. Let a, b E U such that a2 = 0 and ab E U. Then b = A + pa, 
A, p E z. 
Proof. By Lemma 17, there exists u E C so ua + au # 0. Since [U, U] C Z, 
a: =: au + ua E z 
p =: bu + ub E Z 
y = (ab)u + u(ab) E Z. 
ab = nub + uab, afl = abu + sub, 
and by adding, 
Since a f 0, 
mb -+ j3a 7: abu + uab = y E Z. 
b = (&/3)a -t ol+ = pu T A. 
Xt this point we have everything we need to show [u, s12 E Z. 
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LEMMA 20. For any u E (I and s E S, [u, s12 E Z. 
Proof. First let a E C’ such that a” -= 0. By Lemma 18, (as + ~a)~ E Ti, 
and 
a(as f say == u(asus + SUSU + us%) = asusu E Ii. 
Applying Lemma 19 with 6 = (us -t- ~a)%, we see 
(as + sa)2 = h :- pa, A, p E z. 
Write A = X(s), p = p(s). If p(s) := 0, then clearly [a, s12 E Z. So we may 
assume that p(s) # 0. Linearizing on s, 
(u(s + t) f (s + t)u)" = X(s + t) 4~~ p(s + t)a 
7: (us + su + at ~- tu)" 
- [a, SIP f [a, t12 i-- [[u, 51, [a, t]] 
= A(s) + &)a -7 A(t) + p(t)a + [[a, s], [a, t]]. 
Thus, 
[[a, $1, [a, t]] = A($ + q i- 4s) -t A(t) -:- (p(s -I- f) -1 p(s) + p(t))u 
== A’ + p’u, A’, p’ E z. 
Setting 1 = s2, 
A’ f p’u = [[a, s], [a, s”]] 
= asas + sas2u ; as2as + s”asu 
= [usus + sass 7- as”a, s] 
= [(us 1. su)2, s] 
= [h(s) -i-- p(s)u, s] = /&[a, s]. 
Since p(s) # 0, [u, s] E 2 + Zu, so [a, s]” E Z. Now let u E 0 be arbitrary. 
Then ua E Z by Lemma 6. Since Z is algebraically closed, we may write 
u2 = /32, /3 E Z. Let a = u + /3. u2 = ua -C /3a = 0, so by the above, [a, s12 E Z. 
But [a, s] = [u + j3, s] = [u, s] so [u, s12 E Z. 
We are now ready to prove the final theorem about the Lie structure of 
K VI. 
THEOREM Il. Let U be a Lie ideal of [ V, V]. Then either U = [ V, V] OY 
0’ c z. 
Proof. Consider U, the unique maximal ideal. It will be enough to show 
that UC Z. As in the proof of Theorem 4, it will be enough to show that U 
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contains no nilpotent elements. So, assume u E U, u2 == 0. By Lemma 20, 
(US $ 5~)~ = A(s) E Z for all s E S. Linearizing on s, we see that 
[us -t su, ut 4 tu] = y(s, t) E 2. 
For the moment, fix t E [I’, 1’1. Then [u, t] E c-‘, and write y(s, “) = y(s). 
y(s)[u, s] = [us + su, ut +- tu](us -1 su) 
= (us -+ su)(ut + tu)(us f su) + (ut -t- tu)(us c sq 
E (us + su)U(zrs + SU) -t U/\(s) C U by Lemma 16. 
Now say that y(s,) f 0, some s,, . Then [u, s,,] C L’ by the above relationship. 
If y(s,) == 0, some s1 , 
4% -i- 4 = A%) + Y(sd f 0, 
and so [u, s ,, + SJ E U. But then [u, sl] E U. That is, y(sO) # 0 implies that 
[u, S] C U. Thus, u E T(U) and u E Z by Theorem 10. Since u2 = 0, we must 
have u = 0. We may thus assume that y(s) = 0 for all s G S. This says 
Then 
0 = [[u, s], [u, t]]u = usutu A utusu for all s E S and t E [b; V]. 
We have now fulfilled the conditions to apply Lemma 6’, and thus, u = 0. 
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